Flexibility of DNA in 2:1 drug-DNA complexes--simultaneous binding of two DAPI molecules to DNA.
Simultaneous binding of two DAPI molecules in the minor groove of (dA)15.(dT)15 B-DNA helix has been simulated by molecular mechanics calculations. The energy minimised structure shows some novel features in relation to binding of DAPI molecules as well as the flexibility of the grooves of DNA helices. The minor groove of the helix expands locally considerably (to 15 angstroms) to accommodate the two DAPI molecules and is achieved by positive propeller twisting of base pairs at the binding site concomitant with small variations in the local nucleotide stereochemistry. The expansion also brings forth simultaneously a contraction in the width of the major groove spread over to a few phosphates. These findings demonstrate another facet of the flexible stereochemistry of DNA helices in which the local features are significantly altered without being propagated beyond a few base pairs, and with the rest of the regions retaining the normal structure. Both the DAPI molecules are engaged in specific hydrogen bonds with the bases and non specific interactions with phosphates. Stacking interactions of DAPI molecules between themselves as well as with sugar-phosphate backbone contribute to the stability of the complex. The studies provide a stereochemical support to the experimental findings that under high drug-DNA ratio DAPI could bind in the 2:1 ratio.